Osteoporosis is a disease that affects about 1 in 4 women over the age of 50 and about 1 in 8 of the male population over 50. Treatment regimens have been shown to be effective in slowing bone loss and in some cases yield an increase in bone density. In investigating the remodeling process, it is vital to be able to identify areas of new growth to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment regimens.
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Contrast enhanced microscopy and fluorescence illumination have been employed to visualize and characterize monkey bone tibia tissue after necropsy. While detail in the bone structure is evident under brightfield and more so under darkfield illumination, distinction between older tissue and newly modeled bone is not possible. Newly modeled bone is evident using fluorescence illumination, where fluorescent markers have been used to facilitate clear observation of new tissue.
Direct chemical analysis of the mineral content in bone has been subsequently evaluated using infrared and Raman imaging. Higher concentrations of phosphate and carbonate are good indicators of an increase in bone mass production and exhibit good signatures in the infrared. The Raman scattering efficiency is also good for these molecules. The presence of fluorescence markers preclude the use of green excitation, but red excitation at 785 nm yielded excellent Raman results.
The ability to correlate the visual micrographs with infrared and Raman analysis provided a useful method for evaluating bone tissue. It was possible to identify newly modeled bone by the fluorescent markers and characterize changes induced by therapeutic drugs by infrared and Raman imaging. Traditionally, single element infrared detector based systems, which employ remote masks, have been used for this type of analysis. Evaluating fine structure such as newly modeled bone by infrared is challenging because the areas of interest approach the diffraction limit. When the area of interest is on the same order as the wavelength of light, diffraction limits the performance of these systems. Focal plane array based infrared imaging systems allow for much better signal to noise in approaching the diffraction limit and subsequently provide an excellent tool for evaluating fine tissue structure. The Raman chemical imaging analysis proved equally useful in chemically evaluating the bone mineral content. The Raman excitation laser wavelength used was in the visible, which yielded a smaller spatial resolution. 
